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Abstract

tocol, such as two-phase commit protocol, which is
under the control of a global coordinator. Although
this difficulty can be circumvented by propagating updates asynchronously (by a separated transaction),
this complicates other issues of transaction processing, such as the maintenance of replication consistency
and the optimization of performance for global applications. For instance, it may not be possible to guarantee that the nearby or local copies of replicated data
have been made consistent with a global application
prior to the completion of deferred propagating updates.
The primary goal of the paper is to investigate
the issue and propose an effective approach to replicated data management that preserves local autonomy, maintains replication consistency, and optimizes
transaction performance. In the proposed approach,
local applications (regardless of replication
be executable independently, without consu ting the
global system and other LDBSs; Global applications
should also be free to access any copy of replicated
data without compromising one-copy serializability
(1SR) [BHG87]; Furthermore, single-site read-only
global applications should be executed locally, without the control of the global transaction manager.
We present two protocols for replicated data management which employ deferred propagation for local
applications and immediate propagation for global applications. The first protocol ensures replication consistency (with regard to 1SR through the use of a
global certification protocol w ich verifies the consistency of replicated copies accessed by both local and
global applications. The second protocol, an extension of the first, uses propagation locks on primary
copy sites. The propagation locks permit the consistency certification to be performed locally for singlesite query applications, thereby improving the performance of transaction processing.
The relevance of the work presented here is highlighted by the increase of interest in multidatabase
systems and by the lack of practical methods which
maintain the consistency of replicated copies, optimize transaction performance, and preserve autonomy. Although autonomy has always been recognized as an important issue in traditional distributed
database systems, most of proposed methods have fo-

The paper presents two protocols for maintaining
consistency of replicated data in multidatabase systems. The protocols meet both autonomy and consistency requirements by employing different replica
control and commitment approaches: unilateral local
commitment and deferred propagation for local applications, and twephase commitment and immediate
propagation for global applications. The first protocol ensures replication consistency (with regard to one
copy serializability) through the use of a global certification protocol. The second protocol, which is an
extension of the first by using propagation locks on primary copies, allows consistency certification to be performed locally for global queries that only read data
copies from a single site. We identify and examine the
major issues relevant to the proposed protocols.
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A multidatabase system (MDBS is a federation of
pre-existing database systems (cal ed local database
systems, or LDBSs), which includes both globaland local applications. Local applications were developed on
a single LDBS before the construction of the MDBS,
while global applications are developed afterwards and
usually access data from multiple LDBSs. One of the
important features of an MDBS is the autonomy of its
LDBSs. Local autonomy is both desirable and necessary in MDBSs; it facilitates the flexible interconnection of various kinds of LDBSs and guarantees that
local applications are executable after interconnection.
The main objective of interconnecting otherwise
isolated LDBSs is the sharing of data. An effectiw
approach to data sharing among LDBSs is the replication of local data at remote sites. Replication allows
an application to read otherwise “remote” data efficiently, thereby reducing retrieval costs and increasing
the data availability.
However, the maintenance of local autonomy
causes transaction processing in replicated MDBSs
to be more difficult than in traditional distributed
databases. For example, it may not be appropriate
to execute and commit a local application within a
sin le transaction that both updates and propagates
repficated data[DEKB93]. The execution of such a
transaction depends upon an atomic commitment pro-
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use V = UF=lVi and P = Ur=lPi to denote, respectively, the set of logical data items that belong to and
the set of physical copies that reside at the MDBS.
The function f : V -* 2 p (where 2 p denotes the powerset of P ) gives, for each data item d , the set of data
copies which implement d. A data item d is said to be
replicated if the cardinality of f(d), denoted 1 f(d) I,
is greater than one (i.e., 1 f(d) I> 1). Otherwise, it is
said to be non-replicated (i.e., 1 f(d) )=1). We use
to denote the physical copy of data item di at site Sj.
For a replicated data item di E Vi , there always exists
a data copy d: E Pi n f(dj) (i.e.! the copy that resides
at its host site) which is called the primay copy.
As mentioned previously, there are two kinds of
applications in a replicated MDBS: global and local
applications. Local applications were developed on
a single LDBS before the construction of the MDBS
and therefore access only a single Vi,while global applications are developed afterwards and usually access multiple Vis. Global applications may need
to be implemented as global transactions (or multisite transactions), while local applications are implemented either as a basic local transaction which does
not update replicated data, or as a replica-update local transaction, which updates both replicated and
non-replicated data. From a user's point of view,
replica-update and basic local transactions present the
same appearance, as they access only data items that
logically belong to a single LDBS. From a transaction management view point, however, replica-update
transactions appear to be global, as they access data
copies that physically reside at several sites. In the
rest of this paper, these two situations will simply be
referred to as local and replica-update transactions.
Formally, the transaction set 7 consists of 9 7 ,
C71, 7271,C 7 2 , 7 2 7 2 , ..., CTn, and R7,, where
97 is the set of global transactions, C l i is the set
of local transactions belonging to Si, and R7i is the
set of replica-update transactions belonging to Si. A
global transaction G, consists of a set of subtransactions (called global subtransactions) Gi,l, Gi,2,..., Gi,n,
where Gi,j accesses copy di E Pj only (We use Z,j
to denote the subtransaction of Z at site S,). A 1cal transaction accesses copy
E pi n f ( V i ) only
where I
I= 1. Similarly, a replica-update transaction &. consists of a prima y-update subtransaction
R& which accesses copy d: E Pi n f ( V i ) only where
I
12 1, and a set of propagaiion-update subtransactions RCl, RCa, ..., RCn, where RCj accesses copy
4 E f(Vi) n Pj (i # j)only where I
I> 1. We
use the term propagation transaction, denoted RC, to
refer to the set of propagation-update subtransactions
of a replica-update transaction Ri.
We use RI = U?=,RRli and CT = U?=,CTi to denote, respectively, the set of all replica-update transactions and the set of all local transactions in the
MDBS. We also use W = {RZi 1 R, E R 7 } to
denote the set of all primary-update subtransactions,
and R P = {Rr 1 R, E R7,i # j} to denote the set of
all propagation transactions.

cused on other issues, such as replication consistency
and performance optimization and compromise autonomy. These methods usually update and propagates
replicated data within a single transaction, using a
twephase-commit protocol[CL91].
The protocol described in [Ston791 allows the immediate update of primary copies and performs the
propagation of updates asynchronously in a separated
transaction. This protocol supports a high degree
of autonomy for the management of replicated data.
However, the method is applicable only for those
applications where weaker consistency requirements
(than 1SR) are acceptable.
[WQ90] presented a conceptual framework for
the control of the consistency of replicated data in
MDBSs. This framework specifies a variety of consistency requirements and employs a asynchronous
promise protocol to enforce consistency requirements
in non-primary copy sites. The proposal, however, did
not demonstrate how to implement the consistency
enforcement which ensures 1SR of transactions executed in an MDBS environment. Moreover, we feel
that the promise protocol itself may compromise local
autonomy, because the primary copy site must wait for
the acknowledgement (the promise) from non-primary
copy sites before it can commit.
This work is most closely related to that presented
in [DEKBS?. The two works share the same replicated MDB model, as well as many other basic techniques such as immediate update of the primary copy
and deferred propagation to non-primary copies for local applications. The major difference is the consistent
access to non-primary copies by global applications.
The protocol presented in [DEKB93] limited access of
global transactions to primary copies to avoid inconsistent execution. Such a limitation increases global
query costs and restricts the availability of replicated
data, as the query may have to access remote primary
copies rather than replicated local copies. By contrast,
the proposed work allows global applications to access
any local or nearby non-primary copy. The motivation for the work is firmly consistent with the objectives of data replication: to improve the availability
of replicated data and to increase the performance of
transaction processing.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents the system model for replicated MDBSs
to be employed in this paper. The consistency certification protocol is presented in Section 3. Section 4
addresses the issue of globally uncontrolled single-site
queries and illustrates a propagation lock approach to
ensure 1SR for these queries. Finally, Section 5 provides brief concluding remarks.
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The System Model

A replicated MDBS consists of a set of local
database systems S = {S1,S2,...,Sn}
and a set of

transactions 7.Each local database system is defined
by a pair of data sets Si =< V i , P i >, where Di is
a set of logic data items belonging to Si (which includes all data originally residing at Si before they
were replicated), while Pi is a set of physical data
copies residing at Si after the replication. We also
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An important assumption in this model is that logical data items in two sites are disjoint, i.e., VinVj = 0
where (i # j ) and a local application accesses a single
IBi only. The assumption reflects the fact that local
applications at different sites were independently developed prior to the creation of the MDBS and that
they can still be executed independently, with no involvement by the global system, if no global application is involved. For example, in such a case, two
primary-update subtransactions at different sites can
be executed and committed locally without the control
of the global system. Furthermore, their propagationupdate subtransactions also can be executed independently, with consistency preserved (in terms of 1SR).
The transaction processing model used in this paper is presented in Figure l. There are three major
components: a global data manager (GDM), a global
transaction manager (GTM), and a set of servers residing at each local site.

lying database. The server translates each logical operation on a data item into the corresponding physical
operation on the local primary copies of the data. If
the application updates replicated data, it is executed
as a replica-update transaction. The server submits
its primary-update subtransaction to the local DBMS
and then forms a set of propagation-update subtransactions which are forwarded to the GTM. The GTM
executes and monitors these subtransactions like a
global transaction. If the local application does not
update any replicated data, then it is submitted to
the local DBMS as a local transaction. One of advantages of using servers to translate logical data into
physical copies and to form propagation transactions
is that there is no need to modify local application
codes after the construction of the MDBS.

3.1

Server1

LDBSl

Example 3.1 Consider a replicated MDBS where SI
has a primary copy d1 of data item d and Sz has nonprimary copy d2 of d . Suppose that both global transac-

LTn s RTn

Server2

Motivation

In order to preserve local autonomy, LDBSs schedule primary-update subtransactions independently
and commit them unilaterally, regardless of update
propagation. The unilateral commitment and deferred
propagation, however, presents a challenge to global
concurrency control which ensures 1SR. The challenge
becomes manifest when global transactions, for reasons of availability and performance, access nearby
non-primary copies. These copies may be latently inconsistent with their primary copies due to the deferred propagation.

I GT

LT1 Y RT1

A Certification Protocol

3

tion G1 ( G I , ~: wgl(dl) and G1,2 : P (d2)wgl(d2))and
replica-update transaction R1 (R$ : rrl(dl)wrl(dl)
and RC2 : turl(&)) read and write the item d. The
following ezecution is not one-copy sen'alizable.
E1 : rr (dl)wr (d' ) wg (dl)pgl cr 1 cg 1

Server,,

LDBS,

E2 : rgl(d2)wgl(d2)wr1(d2)pglCglCrl.

Figure 1:
MDBSs

The example illustrates that if 1SR is to be ensured,
R1 must be treated like a global transaction. A coordination protocol must ensure that RI and G1 have a
consistent serialization order in both sites.
To the best of our knowledge, no currentlyproposed global protocol satisfactorily handles such a
situation in which primary-update subtransactions are
committed unilaterally. Some protocols require the
GTM to dynamically make commit decisions for all
global transactions (e.g., optimistic approachs), while
others statically assign transactions a serialization order which local servers must enforce (e.g., pessimistic
approachsk The approaches do not work well in replicated MD Ss, as the GTM could neither make a commit decision for a primary-update subtransaction nor
assign it a serialization order before it is submitted
to local sites. All primary-update subtransactions are
executed independently without the coordination of
GTM .
In the subsection 3.2, we will present a twephase
certification protocol addressing the problem. In this

Transaction Processing in Replicated

Both the GDM and the GTM are centrally located,
while a server is superimposed on the LDBS at each
site. The interrelationship of these components is as
follows. A global application (in logical operations) is
first submitted as a global transaction to the GDM,
which decomposes it into a set of subtransactions in
physical operations) and passes them to the GT .
The GTM then sends the subtransactions to servers
at local sites and coordinates their execution. Each
server in turn sends each operation (including commit/abort) of the subtransaction to the underlying
database, as instructed by the GTM.
In this model, local applications must first be submitted to the server, rather than directly to the under-
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protocol, the GTM certifies the existence of R ~ beJ
fore it can commit G I . The certification is performed
during the first phase of the two phase commit protocol, during which G1 enters into its prepared state
at both SIand Sz. This knowledge of the existence
of R1,1 is essential for the GTM to ensure that R I is
serialized before (or after) G1 at both sites. The certification protocol also guarantees that any two global
or propagation transactions will have a consistent serialization order in all sites. Subsection 3.3 discusses
the basic requirements for local concurrency control in
our proposed protocol.
3.2 Two-Phase Certification Protocol
The following concepts will be useful in describing
the certification protocol.
A global total order 0, is a linear order over all
global and replica-update transactions. A local sen'alization order Of at Site s k is a serialization order
over global and primary-update/propagation-update
subtransactions executed at the site. We say that two
orders 0 and 0' are compatible if, for any two transactions TI and T2 that appear in both orders, either
TI precedes T2 or TZprecedes T I in both 0 and 0'.
A global transaction Gj is globally committed if all
its subtransactions have committed. A replica-update
transaction R, is globally committed if both R t , and
RP have committed.
Clearly, an execution of global and replica-update
transactions is one-copy serializable if these executions
are globally committed and there exists a global total order 0, which is compatible with local serialization order Of from site s k for all k. We assume that
each LDBS guarantees local serializability. Therefore,
There always exists such a local serialization order Of
at s k . We further assume that each LDBS provides
a visible prepared-to-commit state for its transactions.
The assumption implies that an LDBS will not unilaterally abort a subtransaction after it has completed all
its operations and enters into the prepared-to-commit
state.
In the proposed protocol, a global transaction is
submitted to the GTM where it is decomposed and
sent to local servers. A primary-update subtransaction is submitted locally to the server. After the
primary-update subtransaction finishes its execution,
it is immediately committed at the local DBMS. A
propagation transaction is then formed and sent to the
GTM. The GTM monitors and executes the propagation transaction just like a regular global transaction.
The server is responsible for the execution coordination of subtransactions (global, primary-update,
and propagation-update) and for the determination of
their serialization order OF at s k . The GTM collects
local serialization orders from local servers and certifies the compatibility of these orders before a global
or a propagation transaction can be committed.
The collection and certification of serialization orders are performed concurrently through the use of the
2PC protocol. During the first phase of the 2PC protocol, the server at sk sends to the GTM a READY
message and a serialization order Of, which includes

all locally-committed primary-update subtransactions
and prepared global or propagation-update subtransactions at the site. In the second phase, the GTM
checks the compatibility of these orders and the atomicity of replica-update transactions before they are
committed.
More specifically, after receiving READY messages
for all subtransactions of a global transaction Gi or a
propagation transaction R r , the GTM sends COMMIT messages to servers only if the following two conditions are true; otherwise, the GTM sends ABORT
messages to abort the transaction.
Condition 3.1 There exists a global total order 0,
which is compatible with local serialization order Of
for all k.
Condition 3.2 All replica-update transactions preceding Gi or R r in 0, have been globally committed.

Condition 3.1 implies that those prepared or committed global or replica-update transactions in 0, are
globally serializable, while Condition 3.2 guarantees
that a primary-update subtransaction and its corresponding propagation-update subtransactions can be
lobally committed as a single transaction. In order
for GTM to properly check both Condition 3.1 and
Condition 3.2 during the first phase, the server at sk
must satisfy the following two properties:
Property 3.1 The server can derive the serialization
order of prepared subtransactions (global, primaryupdate, or propagation-update) in the local DBMS.
Property 3.2 The server should schedule two subtransactions (global, prima ry-update, or propagationupdate) in such a manner that their serialization order
is consistent with the order in which they enter into
the PREPARED state, if one (and only one) of them
is a primary-update subtransaction.

The need for Property 3.1 is obvious, as servers
must send the serialization orders 0; for all k of prepared subtransactions to the GTM during the first
phase of 2PC protocol. We will elaborate upon the
process of deriving these orders at server level in Section 3.3.
Property 3.2 is necessitated by the fact that
primary-update subtransactions are not directly controlled by the GTM. The property ensures that the
GTM has sufficient information about the atomicity of
replica-update transactions preceding Gj at the time
when Gi is to be committed.
The second property is more restrictive than the
first and can be guaranteed only if servers can derive
local serialization orders when subtransactions enter
into a PREPARED state. The two properties are formulated separately because they serve different purposes in the certification protocol; the first property is
involved in the construction of local serialization orders, while the second ensures the atomicity of replicaupdate transactions. The violation of the second property may result in a non-atomic execution, as the following example shows.
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Example 3.2 Consider the MDBS i n Example 9.1.

optimistic or pessimistic global concurrency control
protocol is used.
Suppose the server at SI executes G1,1and RY1 conThis issue has been the subject of extensive investicurrently and RYlprecedes G1,li n the local serializagation in recent years [GRSSl, BGS92, RAZ921. The
tion order. If Ryl enters the prepared state after G ~ J , rigorous schedule method and the strongly recoverable
then the following non-atomic execution is possible:
schedule method [BGS92, RAZ921 derive the serialization order of subtransactions through their commitEl : ~rl(dl)~rl(dl)wgl(dl)pglprlcrlcgl
ment order. These methods assume that local DBMSs
E2 : ~ g 1 ( d 2 ) ~ g 1 ( ~ ) ~ g 1 ( d Z ) ~ g 1 C s 1 .
use either rigorous schedule concurrency control or
I n the execution, RY1 precedes G1,1i n the serialstrongly recoverable concurrency control. The ticket
ization order i n El,while RC2 does not appear before
method proposed in [GRS91] determines the serializaG1,2i n E2. Because G1,1entered the prepared state
tion order a t the global level using a special data item,
termed a ticket, at each local site. Only global subbefore RY1,the server in S1 could not include RY1 i n
transactions are allowed to access the ticket at each
0; which i s attached t o the R E A D Y message of G1,1.
site. The order of ticket access and the local conA s a consequence, RYl m a y be committed before G1,1
flicts arising from ticket access, therefore, determines
arrives the server, resulting a non-atomic execution of
a unique serialization order of subtransactions.
RI.
All these proposed methods, however, determines
local serialization order on commit events. For examPlease note that for a primary-update subtransacple, the ticket method certifies local serializable ortion and a propagation-update subtransaction, it may
der when global transactions are about to commit.
be either unnecessary or impossible t o enforce a seriTherefore, these methods may not be applicable to
alization order which is consistent with their prepared
our twephase certification protocol, which requires
order. In fact, because RKk accesses only primary
that servers derive the serialization order of subtransactions at time when they reached their PREPARED
copies or non-replicated local data and R:k does not
state. In the rest of this subsection, we will examaccess such data at sk ( j # k), the subtransactions
ine variations on these proposed methods on the basis
do not directly conflict. Furthermore, local transacof prepare events. The examination will include the
tions will not cause them to indirectly conflict, as local
feasibility
of deriving the serialization order of subtransactions do not access any non-primary copy that
transactions at the point of the prepared state, when
R:k updates. As a consequence, if there is no other
a local rigorous schedule or a local strongly recoverglobal subtransaction Gi,kserialized between the two
able schedule will be assumed, or when local conflicts
subtransactions, they can be considered in any seriwill be enforced through the use of tickets.
alization order by both the server and the GTM, reAs a basis for this examination, we observe that if a
gardless of their prepared order. The example below
local scheduler ensures serializability, a subtransaction
illustrates such a case.
enters into the prepared state only if it does not conflict inconsistently with other committed or prepared
Example 3.3 Consider a replicated M D B S where 5’1
transaction. Otherwise, local serializability will not be
has a prima y copy d: and a non-primay copy d: and
ensured as all prepared transaction could commit and
the local scheduler can not abort them unilaterally.
S2 has a p r i m a y copy di and a n o n - p r i m a y copy d2.
Suppose that R1 (rrl(dl)wr1(dl))
i s decomposed by the
We further observe that a serialization order can
be derived at prepare time for both rigorous schedprima y - c o p y protocol into RYl (rrl(di)wrl
(di)) and
ulers and ticket based schedulers. However, it cannot
R&
and R2 (rra(dz)Wra(dZ)) is decomposed
always be derived for strongly recoverable schedulers.
into
(Wra(d:)) and Rg2 (rra(d;)Wra(di))*
In fact, the order can be easily derived at prepare
Clearly, the execution orders of R1 and R2 at local
time for ticket method, as the serialization order of
sites have no impact o n the global serializability, as
global transactions is determined by ticket values read
they do not conflict each other and local transactions
from the LDBSs. Clearly, a global subtransaction
would not introduce any indirect conflict either.
must have read the ticket value before it enters into
PREPARED state.
El rr 1 (d:)wr1 ( d : ) wra (d:)pr, cr1 Pra C r a
When a local rigorous schedule is employed, the se~2 : Tr, (d;)wr, (di)wr 1
)pr, cr, pr 1 cr 1 .
rialization order of global transactions is identical with
the order in which they enter into the PREPARED
3.3 Deriving Serialization Order
state. As an illustration, consider two transactions Ti
In an autonomous MDBS environment, it is asand, Ti, where follows 3 in the serialization order.
sumed that the data structures and functions involved
There exist transactions TI,
T2, ..., and Ti (0 5 1) such
with transaction management in local DBMSs are
that T.4 TI4 T2 4 ... 4 TI 4 Z ( Tp4 T denotes
not available to the global system e.g.,
directly conflicts with and precedes !Tqin the
that
an MDB
GTMJ.,
The maintenance of global serializabi ity inthe
serialization order). Let o j , 01, 02, ..., 0 1 , and oi be
therefore, depends fundamentally upon the ability to
the conflicting operations of Tj, TI,
T2,..., TI,and Ti,
derive the local serialization order of subtransactions
respectively.
from the interface supported by local DBMSs. This
remains a significant issue regardless of whether an
By the definition of rigorous schedule protocol

(Wrl(4))

(4

6
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[BGRSSl], we have O j < C j < 01 < ~1 < ... < Oj < C i
< b denotes that a is executed before b ) . Since
Ok < pk < C k , we have O j < P j < C ’ < 0 1 < p i < C1 <
... < oi < pi < C i a SO, pj < p i . That is, the order in
which Z and, Tj enter into the PREPARED state is
identical with their serialization order.
The following example, however, shows that
strongly recoverable schedulers are not always able to
determine the serialization order of prepared subtransactions.

first approach relaxes the control of the GTM over
single-site queries through the use of a weak consistency requirement, the consistent view of a database.
The second approach does not compromise the consistency requirement and strictly ensures 1SR. It uses a
special lock mechanism, called a propagation lock, on
the primary copy site to avoid any non-1SR execution
caused by globally uncontrolled single-site queries.
4.2 Consistent View of Databases
The non-serializability of the execution described
above does not necessarily imply that queries Q1 and
Q Z see an inconsistent view of the database. That is,
from Q1’s point of view , the database is updated by
R1 followed by Rz, and, from QZ1s point of view, the
database is updated by Rz followed by R I . In other
words, both queries see a database updated by some
serial execution of RI and Rz.
We say that a query Q in an execution E sees a
consistent view of the database if 1) the projection of
update transactions in E , denote as U ( E ) , is serializable, and 2) there is no direct conflict cycle (DCC):
is an upQ 4 Tl 4
4 ... 4 T, 4 Q in E , where
date transaction. The first of these conditions ensures
that all updates to the database are consistent, while
the second implies that each query is executed in an
isolated manner with update transactions.
We further claim that, in the proposed certification
approach, single-site queries see a consistent view of
the database even if they are processed as local transactions without consulting the GTM. As an illustration, let us consider a single-site query Q which sees an
inconsistent view of the database. Thus, either there
is a cycle DCC, in the update transaction projection:
TI 4 Tz 4 ... 4 T, 4 TI or there is a direct conflict
cycle DCC,: Q 4 TI 4 Tz ... 4 T, 4 Q , where Ti is
an update transaction.
Assume first the existence of DCC,. There are
at least two global update transactions in DCC , as
all local executions are serializable. Eliminating from
DCC, all local transactions (including the query Q ) ,
we get the sequence of global update transactions:
Tgl,T,,, ...T,, where gi < g i + l (1 5 i < m and
m 5 2).
Since only local transactions may exist between T,,
and Tg,+land T,, precedes Tg,+lfor any i (1 _< i 5
m) in DCC,, there is a k such that T,, immediately
precedes Tg,+lin the serialization order 0: (where we
assume that Tgm+l= T g l ) .
By merging 0:for all k, we get a cyclic serialization
order 0 with T 4 T 4 ... 4 Tgm4 T , , , which
of the protocol.
contradicts Con%tion
The same result can be obtained for DCC,.
Thus, we conclude that, in the proposed certification approach, single-site queries always see a consistent view of the database.
The idea of processing single-site queries with a
weak consistency requirement is not new. [GMW82]
has provided an extensive discussion of this concept
and the advantages of providing a consistent view of
the database. In this paper, we have applied this
formulation to replicated MDBS environments. In

(a

Example 3.4 Consider the execution order 0 : oj <
oi < pi < pj < cj < C i , where oi and 0 ’ are the
two conflicting operations of transactions
and Ti,
respectively.
Since 0 ’ < oi and c, < c i , b y the definition, 0 is a
serializabje and strongly recoverable execution. However, pi < p j . The difference makes it impossible f o r
the server t o derive the local serialization order f r o m
the prepare order.

4

4.1 Problems
The advantage of the certification protocol presented in the previous section is that it maintains
replication consistency without violating local autonomy. The protocol, however, requires that an application which accesses copies that logically belong to
different sites be processed as a global transaction.
As a consequence, the two-phase certification protocol must be used to control commitment, involving
two complete message exchanges between the GTM
and servers. Even a single-site que y which only reads
non-primary copies must be treated as a global transaction. Otherwise, the global 1SR will not be guaranteed, as the following example shows.
Example 4.1 Consider the M D B S in Example
9.9.
Suppose that two single-site queries Q1
(rql(d:)rql(d!j)Jand 9 2 (rqa(d!)rqa(di))are submitted
to servers at 1 and Sz, respectively directly without
informing the G T M , and that both RI and Rz follow
two-phase certification protocol. The following execution is then possible:
~ql
E1 : rr, ( 4 b - I ( d ~ ) ~ q l ( 4 )(di)wra(di)CrlcqlCra
E Z : rr a
wra
) Tq:, (8)rqa
wr 1 (
Cqa CI.1 .
This execution is not serializable, as RKl precedes
R& in E1 while Rgz precedes RCz in Ez.

(4 (4

6

J

Processing Single-Site Queries

(4 4

The ability to process single-site queries as local
transactions, without the involvement of the GTM, is
critical to data availability and system performance.
The use of replicated data is practically motivated by
the needs to enhance data availability and to reduce
query cost by providing accessible local copies. In
GMW82, the feature, referred to as insularity, has
een use to characterize transaction processing protocols for both read-only and update transactions.
In the rest of this section, we will discuss the relaxation of the requirement that single-site queries be
processed as global transactions. Two alternative approaches are discussed in subsections 4.2 and 4.3. The
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any local site.
It is obvious that queries do not change the order
of any of the following transaction pairs: two global
transactions, two replica-update transactions initiated
from one site, or a global transaction and a replicaupdate transaction. This is because the orders of these
pairs are determined by the GTM’s certification protocol and are unaffected by any local executions, including the execution of single-site queries.
These queries also do not change the order of two
replica-update transactions which are initiated from
different sites if local rigorous schedule is required.
Assume these queries change the order at some 1ocal site and cause a non-1SR execution (e.g., Example 4.1). In this case, there is at least one query,
say Q1, such that RF 4 Q1 4 R; at one site
where RF is a primary-update subtransaction and
RF is a propagation-update subtransaction. There is
another subtransaction or query, say Q2, such that
Rj” 4 Q2 4 Rr at another site where Rj” is the
primary-update subtransaction of Rj‘ and RP is the
propagation-update subtransaction of R: . By the
property of local rigorous schedule, which states that
transactions commit in an order consistent with their
serialization order, Rr cannot commit until Q2 commits; and Rr cannot commit until Q1 commits. By
Condition 3.2, Q2 cannot commit until both RY and
R; commit. Thus, Rf can not commit until &Icommits, which contradicts Condition 3.2.
The proposed propagation lock is similar to the site
lock in AGMS87, BS88] in that both locks take a site
as a loc granularity unit. There are, however, some
obvious differences in the aspects of lock compatibility and semantics. First, two propagation locks are
mutually compatible, and any number of locks can be
granted over a site at any time. By contrast, a site
lock is not compatible with another site lock. Second, a propa ation lock only blocks single-site queries
(transactions. and does not block any other transactions. In the site lock method, a site lock will block
any global subtransaction.
The propagation lock approach ensures lSR, a
strong consistency requirement. It does not require
global control on the execution of a primary-update
subtransaction, as the lock is set only on the primary
copy site where the primary-update subtransaction is
executed. This approach, however, may delay some
single-site queries on primary copy sites. It also imposes some restriction on local concurrency control,
in the form of rigorous schedules. Nonetheless, when
strong consistency is required, the propagation lock
offers an attractive approach. The assumption of rigorous schedules is, in general, practically acceptable,
as most commercial DBMS products use strict twophase-locking protocol, which is a rigorous schedule.

particular, we demonstrate that queries which only
read locally available copies see consistent views of
the database, if the proposed protocol is used t o coordinate the execution of all replica-update and global
update transact ions.
4.3 Propagation Lock Protocol
In this subsection, we will investigate an alternative approach to processing single-site queries as local
transactions. Instead of relaxing the consistency requirement, this approach adopts a propagation lock to
prevent possible inconsistent accesses.
The purpose of a propagation lock is to block the
execution of single-site queries at the primary copy
site until the conclusion of other propagation transactions. The lock is set on the primary copy site when
a primary-update subtransaction is submitted to the
site; it is released after the propagation transaction
globally commits at remote sites. The server in the
primary copy site is responsible for granting and releasing the locks. Two propagation locks are compatible and can be granted at the same time on the
primary copy site. The lock blocks only single-site
query transactions, leaving other transactions unaffected. The GTM, which monitors the execution of
propagation transactions, will inform the server of the
commitment of a propagation transaction.
In this extended approach, a server can submit and
commit a single-site query as a local transaction if
no propagation lock is set on the site. If a propagation lock is set between the submission and the commitment of a single-site query, the server will abort
the query and rerun it after the lock is released. In
this way, the sin le-site query is executed and committed locally wikout any coordination by the GTM.
All other global transactions (including propagation
transactions) are still under the control of the certification protocol.
We claim that the two-phase certification protocol,
as extended by the propagation lock protocol, will ensure 1SR when the local DBMSs use rigorous concurrency controls.
To show the correctness of the claim, let us first
observe that Condition 3.2 is always followed by the
extended approach. In fact, for a single-site query at
Si, previously processed as a global transaction Gi, the
propagation lock will ensure that this query is committed until all replica-update transactions that precede
it have been globally committed. Furthermore, the
GTM’s certification protocol ensures that any other
global transaction Gi or propagation transaction Rr
will not be committed until all replica-update transactions that precedes it have been globally committed.
Additionally, Condition 3.1 is also followed if local
concurrency control produces rigorous schedules. For
all global transactions other than single-site queries
and for replica-update transactions, the GTM’s certification protocol ensures that there exists a total order
0 over these transactions. This order is compatible
with the serialization order 0;for all k. Now, consider a set of single-site queries which are under the
control of the propagation lock protocol. We claim
that these queries do not change the total order at
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Conclusion

In this paper, we have proposed a certificationbased replicated data management protocol for
MDBSs. This protocol employs different replica con-

trol and commit protocols for global and non-global
transactions. The main advantage of the protocol
is that it allows both deferred updates to replicated
copies for local applications and a consistent access
t o local or nearby copies of a replicated data item by
global transactions.
In order for the the GTM to ensure lSR, local
servers must be able to detect the local serialization order of subtransactions when they enter into the PREPARED state. In addition, to ensure the atomicity of replica-update transactions, we further require
that the serialization order of two subtransactions be
consistent with the order in which they enter into
the PREPARED state. We have shown that the requirement can be met through utilizing local rigorous
schedules or enforcing local conflicts on tickets.
For the reasons of data availability and system performance, it is desirable that a single-site query which
reads non-primary copies be executed locally, without
consulting the GTM. We have shown that the certification protocol allows uncontrolled single-site queries
to see a consistent view of database, a weak consistent
requirement. To strictly ensure lSR, we also have presented an extension to the basic protocol through the
addition of a propagation lock. The extended protocol suffices to avoid any non-1SR execution, even
though single-site queries are not controlled by the
GTM. However, the use of the propagation lock may
delay some single-site queries. The extended protocol
works best if the ratio of replica-update transactions
to single-site queries (transactions) is small.
Replicated data management in MDBSs is a difficult problem, and many issues remain open. For example, in the proposed protocol, we have assumed the
existence of a primary copy for each replicated data
item. This, however, may not be possible in some
MDBSs. Two local databases containing redundant
information may be integrated, and local applications
developed independently on each system may then access two copies of the same information. Assigning one
of these copies as the primary copy will violate the local autonomy of the other. It is still unclear whether
such pre-existent redundant copies can be managed
without violating the local autonomy of both local systems.
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